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Understand the shorthand

● CNS = Cell, Nature, Science
● DM = direct message
● ECI = early career investigator
● GS = grad student
● H/T = hat  t ip (giving cred it to  the  pe rson  who showed  

you  an  in te resting a rticle )
● ICYMI = in  case  you  m issed  it
● IMO = in  m y op in ion
● POC = person /peop le  of color
● RT = re twee t
● TL = tim e line
● TT = tenure  track



Use hashtags to stay on a topic



Acknowledge, acknowledge, acknowledge.
Tag people and their institutions



In your bio, use hashtags to increase discoverability.
Tag your institutions. 



“Follow” etiquette
You can “mute” someone you still “follow” 



Madrigal et al (2017) https:/ /doi.org/10.1002/dc.23710



Images increase engagement
Especially images of people



Images increase engagement
Especially reference material



Links increase engagement

Tweets that get retweeted are 3x more 
likely to contain a link than tweets that 
do not get retweeted (56.7% vs 19.0%)

Zarella (2009) http:/ /danzarrella.com/science-of-retweets.pdf



Use DOIs rather than URLs.
They are shorter and persistent



Whenever possible, design a visual abstract



Visual abstracts increase dissemination



Avoid posting between midnight and 10AM
5PM is point of peak retweeting

Zarella (2009) http:/ /danzarrella.com/science-of-retweets.pdf
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Use TweetDeck to “schedule” your tweets at 
otherwise inconvenient times

Jacobs (2018) 
https:/ /scientistseessquirrel.wordpress.com/2018/08/13/

twitter-considerations-and-tips-at-conferences/



Use TweetDeck to “listen”



Retweets and other social media “chatter” about a 
paper are now tracked by mainstream journals



Remember that 280-character quips 
may not be sensitive to all individuals



~900 followers: the inflection point where your 
audience expands from scientists to media & public

Cote & Darling (2018) https:/ /doi.org/10.1139/facets-2018-0002



It takes years to build a reputation but one tweet to 
destroy it. 
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Likes beget likes



You can’t edit a post. 
You can delete it.
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